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Current methods for estimation of proton density fat fraction (PDFF) of the liver using magnitude magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging face the challenge of correctly estimating it when fat is the dominant molecule; i.e., PDFF is more than 50%. Therefore,
the accuracy of the methods is limited to half-range operation. We introduce a method based on neural networks for regression
capable of estimating over the full range of fat fractions. We built a neural network based on the angles and distances between the
data in the discrete MR signal (ADALIFE), using these as features associated with different PDFFs and as input for the network.
Tests were performed using ADALIFE andMulti-interference, a state-of-the-artmethod to estimate PDFFs, with simulated signals
at various signal-to-noise (SNR) values. Results were compared in order to verify repeatability and agreement using Bland-Altman
andREC curves. Results forMulti-interferencewere similar to its in vivo literature, showing the relevance of a simulation. ADALIFE
was able to correctly estimate fat fractions up to 100%, breaking the current paradigm for full-range estimation using only offline
postprocessing. Within half range, our method outperformed Multi-interference in repeatability and agreement, with narrower
limits of agreement and lower expected error at any SNR.

1. Introduction

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is characterized
by hepatic steatosis unrelated to alcohol abuse and may
lead to chronic liver disease. It has been estimated by a
metastudy thatNAFLDhas a prevalence of 25% among global
population [1] and of 30% in the United States according to
another study including 6000 subjects [2].

Among noninvasive quantitative approaches for estima-
tion of hepatic fat content, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has shown great reproducibility [3, 4] and good
agreement to clinical and research gold standards, biopsy,
and magnetic resonance spectroscopy, respectively [5, 6].
Quantitative assessment of liver steatosis with MRI can be
done by estimating the hepatic proton density fat fraction
based on chemical shift images (from here on called proton
density fat fraction, PDFF), which may carry magnitude or
complex information. Complex imaging means obtaining

magnitude and phase images and whereas it allows full-
range fat fraction estimation i.e., from 0 to 100% PDFF, phase
errors must be accounted for as they can cause a bias of
about 5% PDFF [7]. Additionally, complex acquisition and
correction algorithms are not standard on clinical MRI scan-
ners, being sold separately as a vendor-dependent software
[8]. Magnitude-based images on the other hand are clinical
routine and do not include phase errors. However, fat fraction
estimation is prone to their signal-dependent rician noise [9]
and is known to be limited to estimations up to 50% PDFF
due to an effect called water-fat dominance ambiguity [10].

Current state-of-the-art method for fat fraction estima-
tion using magnitude imaging is Multi-interference, which
requires a set of multiple images and calculations can be
performed offline. This method estimates tissue parameters
within a set of registered voxels or regions of interest (ROIs).
It calculates mainly water and fat proton densities, and a
single apparent transverse magnetization decay �푇2∗ by fitting
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Figure 1: A set of GRE OP and IP images with circular white ROIs drawn on the liver and a plot of the corresponding average signal within
those ROIs for each image at the corresponding echo time. Images were acquired at a magnetic field strength of 3 Tesla.

the data using nonlinear least squares approximation. With
increase in computational power very recent works obtained
success approaching this problem from advanced spectral
models and machine learning perspectives [11, 12], bringing
this challenge back to light.

In this paper, we propose a technique to estimate liver fat
fraction in the full range of 0 to 100% based on magnitude
MRI signal by extracting shape features (angle; distance)
from simulated gradient echo signals to train an artificial
neural network (ANN) for regression. We name this method
Angle and DistAnce for LIver Fat Estimation (ADALIFE).
Multi-interference and our method are evaluated to estimate
simulated PDFF values from signals contaminated with
different noise levels. Statistics are performed to verify their
performance within the range of 0-50% and 0-100% PDFF.

2. Theory

An abdominal MRI exam for assessment of liver steatosis
generates a stack of slice images of the patient’s abdomen.
In a gradient echo (GRE) multiecho sequence, for each slice
position, multiple signals are repeatedly acquired within a
time window of milliseconds. When combined, they form
images spaced in time. A typical way to estimate liver fat
fraction is by analyzing how these images change over that

time window. This section explores the concepts of these
images and the properties of their signals and how literature
estimates fat fraction based on them.

2.1. Magnitude Gradient Echo Signal. A typical magnitude
GRE in-phase (IP) and opposed-phase (OP) image set aims to
explore the difference in water and fat content among tissues.
For a fixed slice position, the test consists of a series of images
acquired at different echo times (TE) after an excitation pulse.
As the 1H magnetization of distinct molecules precesses at
characteristic frequencies, echo times are chosen such as
to cause water and fat magnetizations to be in-phase or
opposed-phase for each acquisition. That means, in a very
simplistic way, magnitude IP images carry a signal that is
proportional to the absolute value of the summation of proton
densities of water and fat, whereas magnitude OP images
carry the magnitude of their subtraction. A set of liver
GRE IP-OP images acquired on a 3 Tesla system and the
corresponding plot of the average signal intensity (�푆) versus
echo time �푇�퐸 of a region of interest in each image are shown
in Figure 1.

The signal of a voxel for a magnitude GRE image at
different echo times such as plotted in Figure 1 can be
mathematically modeled according to the physical principles
of magnetic resonance imaging as long as tissue properties
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and imaging parameters are known. Equation (1) represents
the signal of the magnitude gradient echo sequence for�푛 different molecules, where �푆 is the voxel signal, �푘 is a
machine-dependent constant, �휌�푛 is the proton density of the
given molecule, �훼 is the flip angle in radians, �푇�푅 is the
repetition time in seconds, �푇1�푛 is the longitudinal relaxation
time of the molecule in seconds, �푇�퐸 is the echo time in
seconds,�푇2∗�푛 is the apparent transverse relaxation time of the
molecule in seconds, and �푓�푛 is the magnetization precession
frequency of the molecule in hertz. Tissue properties are �휌�푛,�푇1�푛, �푇2∗�푛, and �푓�푛. Imaging parameters are �푇�푅, �푇�퐸, and �훼.

Equation (2) is an approximation of (1) for low�훼 and short�푇�푅, which minimize T1 effects, as previously proposed in
literature [10, 13]. Therefore, (2) describes the signal intensity�푆 in a voxel for the magnitude GRE sequence with small flip
angle at a given �푇�퐸 as a constant �푘multiplied by the modulus
of a sum of exponentially damped complex sine waves
with different amplitudes �휌, frequencies �푓, and decay rates1/�푇2∗.

Equation (3) defines the precession frequency in Hertz
of a given molecule as used in (1) and (2). �훾 is the hydrogen
gyromagnetic ratio in MHz/T, �퐵0 is the main static magnetic
field in Tesla, and �훿�푛 indicates the chemical shift of the �푛
molecule in parts per million, i.e., its precession deviation
in relation to that of a reference (usually tetramethylsilane,
Si(CH3)4). The convenient echo times for in-phase and
opposed-phase can then be calculated according to (4), where�푓�푤�푎�푡�푒�푟 and �푓�푓�푎�푡 are water and fat frequencies, respectively,
resulting in half the period of the difference in precession
between those molecules.

For IP-OP GRE imaging or spectroscopy as defined here,
water andmethylene (CH2) chemical shifts are used (�훿�푤�푎�푡�푒�푟 =4.7 and �훿�푓�푎�푡 = 1.3 ppm, respectively) [14], the latter being the
most abundant fat moiety in liver [15]. However, fat is not a
molecule as simple as water, and it may be formed by different
combinations of glycerol and fatty acids which must be taken
into account for a precise estimation.

�푆 = �儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�푘∑�푛 �휌�푛
sin (�훼) [1 − exp (−�푇�푅/�푇1�푛)]1 − cos (�훼) exp (−�푇�푅/�푇1�푛)

⋅ exp(− �푇�퐸
�푇2∗�푛) exp (2�휋�푖�푓�푛�푇�퐸)

�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨
(1)

�푆 = �儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�푘�훼∑�푛 �휌�푛 exp(−
�푇�퐸
�푇2∗�푛) exp (2�휋�푖�푓�푛�푇�퐸)

�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨 (2)

�푓�푛 = �훾�퐵0�훿�푛 (3)

�푇�퐸 = 1
2

1
�푓�푤�푎�푡�푒�푟 − �푓�푓�푎�푡 (4)

2.2. Fat Fraction Estimation in Literature. Proton density fat
fraction or simply fat fraction PDFF is defined according
to (5), where �휌�푓 and �휌�푤 are fat and water proton densities,
respectively. In order to obtain those values, the first method
was proposed by Dixon in 1984 [14] using a pair of opposed-
phase and in-phase images at echo times calculated for water
and methylene, which allowed for estimation of only this fat

moiety. Calculation is performed arithmetically according to
(6). Later magnitude-based methods added a third echo to
include the effects of a single �푇2∗ exponential decay, usually
acquiring IP-OP-IP images for better SNR [16, 17].

�푃�퐷�퐹�퐹 = �휌�푓
�휌�푤 + �휌�푓 (5)

�휌�푤 ≈ (�푆�퐼�푃 + �푆�푂�푃)2
�휌�푓 ≈ (�푆�퐼�푃 − �푆�푂�푃)2

(6)

Studies of the in vivo liver fat spectrum [18] using high
resolution spectroscopy identified not only CH2 but six fat
moieties in fixed proportions across subjects. Three of them
are considered more prominent in humans, located at 0.9,
1.3, and 2.1 ppm, accounting for about 91% total liver fat [15].
The other peaks are located at 2.75, 4.2, and 5.3 ppm. These
fat peaks and water (4.7 ppm) partially overlap, making it
difficult to characterize them. Based on those studies, Yokoo
et al. proposed the Multi-interference method [19], taking
into consideration the three major peaks (which might be
adjusted to compensate the missing peaks [15, 18, 20]) and
a single �푇2∗ value. They showed that it was possible to use
nonlinear least squares to calculate �휌�푓 and �휌�푤 by fitting the
signal of six echoes to (7), a reduction of the previously
presented GRE equation.

Equation (7) results in a signal �푆 that is �푘�훼 times the
magnitude of the water proton density (�휌�푤) and the weighted
sum (�휌�푓) of three complex sinusoids with different, fixed
amplitudes �푐�푛, and frequencies Δ�푓�푛 relative to water, and the
result multiplied by an exponential decay dependent on a
single�푇2∗ value.The amplitudes �푐�푛 are equivalent to the fixed
proportion between the fat peaks observed by Hamilton et al.
adjusted to consider all peaks of fat [15]. Please note that, for
the ultimate goal of PDFF calculation, �푘 and �훼 do not need
to be estimated in (7), as they multiply �휌�푤 and �휌�푓 later to be
divided by themselves in (5).

The presented methods for estimation using magnitude
images at low flip angles and fixed echo times undergo
water-fat dominance ambiguity. This effect is the inability
to tell whether water or fat proton density is greater when
phase information is discarded and modulus operation is
applied in (1), as single data point cannot give information
to resolve if its value is due to the subtraction of fat from
water or vice versa. Water is then assumed to be dominant
based on in vivo findings [20] and magnitude estimation
is usually limited to 0-50% PDFF when using standard
clinical protocols. However, a thorough analysis of the signal
across the echo times may show other relevant clues on this
issue.

�푆 (�푇�퐸, �훼) = �푘�훼
�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�휌�푤 + �휌�푓

3∑
�푛=1

�푐�푛 exp (2�휋�푖Δ�푓�푛�푇�퐸)
�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨�儨

⋅ exp (− �푇�퐸
�푇2∗) ; with

3∑
�푛=1

�푐�푛 = 1
(7)
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1.0% PDFF, T2∗ = 0.082 s
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(d) Case IV

Figure 2: Shape particularities in geometric distribution of signal as fat fraction varies. Case I (a) describes how distance changes for IP-OP
echoes as fat fraction increases. Case II (b) shows a change in the concavity of OP points as fat becomes dominant. Case III (c) shows a swap
in the position of latter echoes as PDFF increases around 90 to 100%. Case IV makes the change in overall decay caused by parameter �푇2∗
explicit.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Signal Shape and Feature Extraction. By simulating the
liver signal at several fat fractions we observed interesting
particularities in the amplitude distribution of the data points
across the time domain. For the next examples we used (2) for
the simulations considering the frequencies and proportions
of water molecule and six lipids as described in [10, 15, 21].
All molecules had the same �푇2∗ value of 0.082 seconds and
no noise was added. Each signal was calculated for seven echo
times consideringwater andmethylene interaction for setting
IP and OP times and a main static magnetic field of 3 Tesla.

Figure 2 explores four cases depicting particularities
we found to highlight differences in signals at different fat
fractions. Case I in Figure 2(a) is an example of two fat
fractions far apart within the range of 0-50% in which we
observe an evident increase in the y-axis distance between
IP and OP points. This is expected within this range where
water is dominant and IP represent �휌�푤+�휌�푓 and OP is �휌�푤−�휌�푓.
Distances decrease back after 55%PDFF, as expectedwhen fat
becomes dominant. The reason for being about 55% is that
at that point the three major fat moieties account for about
50% of total signal (and as most estimation methods only

consider these moieties, it is said to be 50% fat). Case II in
Figure 2(b) shows a line connecting IP points (dotted line;
orange points) and another for OP points (dashed line; blue
points). The concavity of the dashed line aims downward if
PDFF is less than 55% and then changes to upward if greater.
Pointing downward becomes more evident at fat fraction
close to 50% and pointing upward when close to 90%. The
connection between IP points seems to change only in terms
of steepness. Case III as depicted in Figure 2(c) demonstrates
that for the latter echoes their relative position (to each other)
is practically reversed. The angle �휃 between y-axis and a
line between two consecutive data points shows this change.
Moreover, in this fat-dominant example it can be observed
that the y-axis distances are shortened in the initial echoes, as
commented before. Lastly, Case IV was simulated using two
different common �푇2∗ values for all molecules and the same
fat fraction. It can be seen a difference in slope, represented
by the change in angle for a line connecting the first and
last echoes. Evidently, applying different relaxation values for
eachmolecule would result in different signals, but the overall
effect is a change in slope.

Considering the unit vector of a signal (dividing each
amplitude value by the L2-Norm of the signal) in order to
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(a) Distance and angle as shape features to be computed for each pair
of data points
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(b) All the connections for a single 7-echo signal, resulting in 42
features (21 distances and 21 angles)

Figure 3: Features to be calculated for each pair of data points (a) and all the connections for a complete signal (b).

eliminate amplification effects, we can compute the Euclidean
distance between any pair of points A and B at echo times�푇�퐸�퐴 and �푇�퐸�퐵 and with signal intensities �푆�퐼�퐴 and �푆�퐼�퐵. We can
also compute the angle between the y-axis and the straight
line that connects both points, as shown in Figure 3(a). If we
calculate these features for all possible connections between
the seven echoes we end up with a network such as the one
in Figure 3(b), which results in a descriptor containing 42
features that can be used in a machine learning approach.
Intuitively, distances between in-phase and opposed-phased
pointswill reflect the height, distances and angleswithin IP or
OP between inner and outer points will reflect the concavity,
and connections between extremity points will reflect decay,
which should suffice to differentiate between fat fractions.
The distance between points A and B can be calculated using
(8) and the angle using law of cosines for a triangle with
points A and B and an auxiliary point C located at (�푇�퐸�퐴, 2)
for convenience.

�퐷�퐴�퐵 = √(�푆�퐵 − �푆�퐴)2 + (�푇�퐸�퐵 − �푇�퐸�퐴)2 (8)

�퐷�퐵�퐶 = √(2 − �푆�퐵)2 + (�푇�퐸�퐵 − �푇�퐸�퐴)2
�퐷�퐴�퐶 = 2 − �푆�퐴
�휃�퐶�퐴�퐵 = arccos(�퐷2�퐴�퐶 + �퐷2�퐴�퐵 − �퐷2�퐵�퐶2�퐷�퐴�퐶�퐷�퐴�퐵 )

(9)

The set of equations presented in (9) allows the calcu-
lation of the sides �퐷�퐴�퐶 and �퐷�퐵�퐶 of the triangle and the
angle �휃�퐶�퐴�퐵. It is useful to simply use the index of the echo
times instead of the actual values to make it independent of
main magnetic field strength but keep the order. In order
to scale the resulting distance and angle to values between
zero and one, we must figure out maximum and minimum
possible values for distance and angle. Distance is minimum
when twopoints are consecutive and horizontally aligned and
maximum when they are distant by the maximum number
of echoes and greatest difference in signal (considering the
signal to be between zero and one). Angle is minimum
when two points are consecutive and the earlier and latter

points have minimum and maximum signals, respectively.
The maximum value can be obtained by subtracting the
minimum value from �휋, which represents consecutive points
and swapped signal values.

3.2. Obtaining a Complete GRE Signal. Signals with seven
echoes were generated based on (2) considering the effects
of water molecule and six fat moieties, at echo times chosen
for water and methylene to be in-phase and opposed-phase
in a 3 Tesla magnetic field, according to (4). It has been
suggested that the proportion between fat moieties tends
to be similar regardless the fat fraction [15]. That means
that fixed �휌�푛 values for each fat moiety can be used and
then multiplied by a desired overall fat proton density�휌�푓.

Thus, values 0.088, 0.7, 0.12, 0.006, 0.039, and 0.047 (total
equals 1) were used for fat peaks at 0.9, 1.3, 2.1, 2.75, 4.2,
and 5.3 ppm, respectively [15]. �푇2∗ values are known to vary
according to their molecular surrounding, presence, or iron
deposits in the liver and magnetic field inhomogeneities.
However, typical values have been described in literature
[10, 15, 21], allowing us to simulate the variability of these
values using truncated normal distributions. Lower limit was
0.001 and upper limit was 1 second. The following average
values in seconds were used: �푇2∗�푤�푎�푡�푒�푟 = 0.027 ± 0.007,�푇2∗�푓�푎�푡0.9 = 0.083 ± 0.016, �푇2∗�푓�푎�푡1.3 = 0.061 ± 0.011,
and �푇2∗�푓�푎�푡2.1 = 0.052 ± 0.030, where the ± sign indicates
standard deviation. Fat peaks located at 2.75, 4.2, and 5.3
ppm were assigned fixed �푇2∗ values of 0.051, 0.025, and
0.039 seconds, respectively, due to lack of information in
literature for a proper distribution. The frequency of each
molecule was determined by (3), terms �푘 and �훼 were set to
1, and �휌�푓 and �휌�푤 were set using random positive numbers
between 0 and 1 that would satisfy a given fat fraction value,
according to (5). Finally, Rician distributed noise [22] was
added with signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) between 25 and
200; values we experienced in clinical images and similar
to previously reported in literature for liver and water-fat
separation imaging [23, 24]. Simulations were performed
using Python 3.
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3.3. Building the Artificial Neural Network. The model con-
sisted on a fully connected regression neural network of
the type multilayer perceptron (MLP), with 42 inputs, three
hidden layers with sizes 32, 16, and 2, and one output. Acti-
vation function was Rectified Linear Unit function (ReLU)
and optimizer method was ADAM [25] with default settings
(learning rate = 0.001, �훽1 = 0.9, �훽2 = 0.999, �휖 = 1�푒 − 7, and
decay = 0.0). The size of the training batches was 400 and
the network was trained during 2000 epochs using separate
train and validation datasets. Themodelwas built and trained
using Keras with TensorFlow backend in Python 3.

3.4. Datasets for Training, Validation, and Testing. Datasets
for training, validation, and testing differ in size and in
how data is distributed. The training dataset consisted of50000 signals with 1000 different fat fraction values linearly
distributed between 0.1 and 100%. In this way, each PDFF is
presented in 50 random combinations of �휌�푤, �휌�푓, �푇2∗�푛, and
SNR values. A validation dataset is used during the learning
process of the network for fine tuning. For this task, we used
a dataset containing 20000 signals with single, random fat
fraction values uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 100%,
random �푇2∗�푛 and SNR values. Test datasets are the ones used
to finally evaluate the performance of the trained network and
Multi-interference methods.

There were 16 test datasets, each consisting of 5000
instances of signals with fixed SNR values of 25, 50, 100, and
200 and PDFF ranging from 0 to 45 or 100%. For a given
range of PDFF, the dataset corresponding to each SNR had
random and unique fat fraction values uniformly distributed
within its range. For each dataset, a repetition set with same
fat fractions was generated from different parameters for
repeatability analysis. When the datasets were meant to be
used by the neural network, there was a conversion step to
calculate the distances and angles for each signal as explained
before.

3.5. Statistical Analysis. Multi-interference and ADALIFE
were used to estimate the values of the test datasets. For each
test dataset (SNR 200, 100, 50, and 25), Multi-interference
estimated fat fractions ranging from 0.1 to 45% and ADAL-
IFE estimated within ranges 0.1-45% and 0.1-100%. Multi-
interference was adjusted to compensate all six fat peaks
according to Hamilton et al. [15]. Repeatability tests of the
methods were performed using two test datasets with the
same fat fractions generated from different parameters, for
example, changing �푇2∗ and noise values. This should lead to
slightly different estimations for the same value in contrast
to an ideal method that would estimate the same given
PDFF independently of any other parameter of the signal.
This approach was used as otherwise simulations would lead
invariably to the same results.

In order to assess the repeatability, for each method
and SNR we calculated the repeatability coefficient �푅�푐 and
Bland-Altman (BA) analysis [26]. Agreement between a
given method and simulated fat fractions (True PDFF) was
estimated using Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient �휌�푐
[27], BA analysis adjusted for comparing to a reference
[28], and regression error characteristic (REC) curves with

Table 1: Repeatability results for Multi-interference and ADALIFE
in half-range and full-range estimation.

Method SNR �푅�푐 Outliers†
200 0.0219 0

Multi-interference 100 0.0219 0
(half-range only) 50 0.0250 0

25 0.0346 0
200 0.0067, 0.0088 4, 9

ADALIFE 100 0.0085, 0.0101 2, 2
(half-range, full-range) 50 0.0134, 0.0133 5, 2

25 0.0265, 0.0229 4, 5
Repeatability was assessed using two estimations of the same values. As �푅�푐
is 1.96 SD, the closest to zero the better. Both methods presented zero mean
as estimated to four decimal places, which makes BA 95% agreement limits
simply ±�푅�푐.

respective areas over the curves (AOC) [29]. A Kolmogorov-
Smirnov two-sample testwas used to assess the significance of
difference between theRECcurves forMulti-interference and
ADALIFE under the null hypothesis that the error generated
by the models follow the same distribution. Adjustments for
outliers were performed for the BA and repeatability analysis
when needed considering only the data within plus/minus
five standard deviations (SD) of the mean of the differences
of limits of agreement or repeatability. For all other analyses,
the whole data was included. All the data analyses were
performed using StatsModels and SciPy Python modules.

4. Results

In this section we present the repeatability and agreement
results for Multi-interference and ADALIFE in half range
(0.01-45% PDFF) and for ADALIFE in full range (0.01-100%
PDFF). For the sake of simplicity and as all statistics except
for the Concordance Correlation Coefficient are given in
PDFF units, in this section fat fractions will be stated as
decimals.

4.1. Repeatability. Table 1 presents the repeatability coefficient
(�푅�푐) calculated as 1.96 SDof the differences and the number of
outliers excluded for eachmethod and SNR.As bothmethods
presented zero mean considering four decimal places, 95%
limits can be directly obtained as ±�푅�푐 and 95% confidence
intervals are in the order of 10−4. For the calculation of
repeatability, a few outliers had to be removed from the
ADALIFE results in order to adjust the tails for a normal
distribution and the Bland-Altman analysis make sense,
averaging 0.08% of the datasets. Their incidence did not seem
to be related to the SNR but to the size of the dataset (e.g.,�푛 = 500 would present no outliers), although no statistics
were performed to confirm this relationship. We also verified
that, as SNR decreases, the repeatability coefficient becomes
worse. ADALIFE had a higher repeatability coefficient than
Multi-interference at every signal-to-noise ratio (maximum
difference = 0.0152; minimum difference = 0.0081), though
Multi-interference showed a more stable repeatability to the
decrease in SNR. The coefficient for ADALIFE in full range
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Figure 4: Bland-Altman plots (a), (b), (d), and (e) and REC curves (c) and (f), for Multi-interference and ADALIFE at SNR 200 and 25.
Notice the difference is scales. Data points omitted on the plot due to scaling (out of 5000): (a) 1, (b) 8, (d) 3, and (e) 9.

was generally higher than in half range, but closely related
(maximum difference = 0.0036�푃�퐷�퐹�퐹).
4.2. Agreement. Agreement between a selected model and
true fat fraction values was estimated using the concordance
correlation coefficient �휌�푐, Bland-Altman, and REC curves
plots. Figure 4 shows the BA plots in (a), (b), (d), and (e),
and REC curves in (c) and (f) for Multi-interference and
ADALIFE at SNR 200 and 25, for half-range estimation.
Similar plots for full-range estimation are shown in Figure 5
except that REC curves compare ADALIFE performance
over different SNR. Values for �휌�푐, AOC, and BA analysis are
presented in Table 2 for Multi-interference and Table 3 for
ADALIFE. Outliers were removed fromADALIFE results for
calculation of BA analysis, averaging 0.05% of the datasets.

Comparing half-range results, concordance correlation
coefficient of ADALIFE was higher at every SNR except at
25. Area over the curve was lower for ADALIFE and the
mean and 95% limits of agreement did not need to include
dependency on True PDFF level.These limits at 0.0625 PDFF,
a binary classification threshold in literature [20] considering
SNR 200, are [-0.1460, 0.0871] for Multi-interference and [-
0.0045, 0.0060] for ADALIFE. 95% confidence intervals for
Multi-interference are in the order of 10−3 in slope and 95%
limits and 10−4 in intercept. In ADALIFE they are in the
order of 10−4 for mean and 95% limits of agreement. REC

curves presented in Figures 4(c) and 4(f) show a slow climb
at start for Multi-interference which is due to bias in slope
as verified in (a) and (d), in contrast to the steep ascent for
ADALIFE due to the concentration of most differences being
around zero. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for differences
between the REC curves confirmed that they are significantly
different with �푝 < 0.001 at any SNR. Area over the curve
estimates expected error for a given method, and ADALIFE
obtained values six to two times smaller depending on the
SNR. A noticeable feature is that expected error and limits
of agreement increase more for ADALIFE than for Multi-
interference as SNR decreases.

ADALIFE’s full-range results are comparable to those in
half range presenting higher �휌�푐, lower AOC (except for SNR
200), lowermean, and similar limits of agreement.Themodel
was able to estimate fat fractions between 0.001 and 1 in the
worst case of SNR 25withmaximum expected error of 0.0062
and 95% limits of agreement of [-0.0162, 0.0166], which
are still lower values than the ones for Multi-interference
operating in half range only. 95% confidence intervals are
in the order of 10−4 for mean and limits of agreement. We
identified a break in the continuity of the estimation around
0.56 PDFF which resulted in errors of up to ±0.0175. At the
same time, noise seems to have a much stronger effect at the
ends of the range of operation rather than in the middle.
These features are noticeable in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). The
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Table 2: Summary of agreement results for Multi-interference (half-range)∗.
SNR �휌�푐 AOC Intercept Slope Lower 95% Upper 95%
200 0.9928 0.0125 -0.0041 -0.0360 -0.0227 0.0146
100 0.9927 0.0126 -0.0041 -0.0361 -0.0234 0.0152
50 0.9921 0.0132 -0.0033 -0.0389 -0.0244 0.0178
25 0.9901 0.0149 -0.0037 -0.0371 -0.0310 0.0236
Due to the nonuniform differences in relation to the values of True PDFF, in order to obtain the estimated error value at a given fat fraction PDFF one must
calculate intercept + slope∗PDFF. For 95% limits of agreement, the calculation is the same with lower or upper limits replacing intercept. No outliers had to
be removed for these calculations. �휌�푐 is best when close to 1 and AOC when close to 0.

Table 3: Summary of agreement results for ADALIFE.

SNR �휌�푐 AOC∗ Mean Lower 95% Upper 95% Outliers†
Half-range estimation

200 0.9994 0.0021 0.0007 -0.0045 0.0060 1
100 0.9968 0.0027 0.0006 -0.0059 0.0073 3
50 0.9955 0.0040 0.0007 -0.0091 0.0106 1
25 0.9829 0.0076 0.0008 -0.0180 0.0197 3

Full-range estimation
200 0.9998 0.0024 0.0001 -0.0065 0.0068 6
100 0.9998 0.0027 0.0001 -0.0070 0.0074 3
50 0.9998 0.0037 0.0000 -0.0096 0.0097 3
25 0.9991 0.0062 0.0001 -0.0162 0.0166 2
∗The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for differences between the Multi-interference and ADALIFE REC curves (half-range) confirmed that they differ with �푝 <
0.001 at any SNR.
†Outliers do not apply to �휌�푐 and AOC.

REC curves plotted in (c) show visually the difference in area
according to different SNR values. Finally, Figures 6(a) and
6(b) depict PDFF maps obtained using Multi-interference
and ADALIFE, in color scale ranging from 0 to 1, the latter
corresponding to 100% PDFF. For the same ROI, Multi-
interference estimated 24.6% andADALIFE estimated 25.2%.

5. Discussion

This study proposed a newmethod for hepatic proton density
fat fraction estimation using magnitude MR signal. We
simulated signals with parameters based on in vivo studies
and PDFFs ranging from 0.1% to 45% or 100%. Fat fraction
values in half range were then estimated by a state-of-the-
art model, Multi-interference, and the proposed model, and
in full range by ADALIFE only. The maximum value of
45% PDFF instead of 50% prevents Multi-interference from
estimation errors that appear after that level, according to
our simulations. Our first concern was if simulations would
adequately reproduce in vivo results. In fact, comparing
our Multi-interference simulation results to the original in
vivo validation publications [19, 30], we observe that our
repeatability, intercept, and slope results differ in less than 2%
PDFF, which is within the confidence intervals provided in
those studies.

The simulations demonstrated ADALIFE to be more
reproducible and to have better agreement to the true PDFF.
Despite the nonlinear trajectory around the mean that can be
observed for ADALIFE estimation in Figure 4(b), the errors
followed a quasi-normal distribution, except for the very few

outliers mentioned before. These points were far enough to
obscure the normality of the curve; however, they were few
enough to be discarded using a ±5 SD rule. The trajectory
can be associated with the nonlinear solution found by the
neural network which averages close to zero. It is also present
at other SNR values although overwhelmed by noise-derived
results. The same applies when operating in full range as in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Multi-interference presented a skewed
and leptokurtic normal distribution of errors due to the bias
in slope.This time, however, removing possible outliers based
on the same ±5 SD rule as applied for ADALIFE did not cause
any improvement, so we considered that it would be best
to keep the whole data set. Therefore, we recurred to linear
regression in the BA analysis around which the residuals are
normally distributed.This resulted in limits of agreement that
are dependent on the fat fraction for Multi-interference and
fixed for ADALIFE. Overall, these limits were narrower for
ourmethod, andmore importantly, narrower at 0.0625PDFF,
a suggested threshold for classification of fatty liver according
to a comprehensive study involving 2349 participants [20].

Full-range estimation showed a discontinuity at 55%
PDFF. As we mentioned before, at that fraction the major fat
peaks become dominant, what makes of it also a problematic
point for other traditional methods such as Dixon [14] and
triple-echo [17], where they start to confound water and
fat. In our case it is a characteristic of the solution curve
found by the MLP and should not be a problem as long as
the associated deviation is acceptable. Results also showed
that as SNR decreases, limits of agreement and AOC worsen
at a higher pace for ADALIFE than for Multi-interference,
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Figure 5: Bland-Altman plots (a) and (b) at SNR 200 and 25 and REC curves (c) at SNR 200, 100, 50, and 25 ADALIFE. Notice the difference
in scales. Data points omitted on the plot due to scaling (out of 5000): (a) 43; (b) 12.
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Figure 6: PDFF maps generated using (a) Multi-interference and (b) ADALIFE. For the same ROI, Multi-interference estimated 24.6% and
ADALIFE estimated 25.2%. The scale on the image is decimal, corresponding to 0-100% PDFF.

indicating that the latter might be more robust to noise.
However, ADALIFE performed better in absolute values.

The PDFF maps depicted in Figure 6 are not intended
for a thorough image analysis, which shall be performed
in a future work. Rather than that, they serve well as a
good preview of the behavior of the methods when trained
artificially and applied to in vivo images. Both methods
present similar resultswithin the liver area. Subcutaneous and
intramuscular body fat also becomes easily distinguishable
due to the full range of estimation of the proposed method,
even though the dataset was trained using the fat spectrum of
the liver, whichmay indicate they have common components.
The ambiguity effect discussed earlier as a drawback ofMulti-
interference method can be also seen as this method reports
these tissues with low PDFF in the color scale.

ADALIFE successfully estimated fat fraction values in full
range with errors even smaller than the ones obtained in
half range byMulti-interference, thus breaking the paradigm
that magnitude signals do not provide enough information
for water-fat separation at the low and high fat ends of

the PDFF spectrum. The key explored in ADALIFE is that
the dephasing between fat peaks becomes significant in the
resulting signal at longer echo times and by looking how it
changes the signal geometrically. For instance, by analyzing
only the first three echoes in all signals from Figure 2, one
cannot easily distinguish low and high fat fractions, especially
when there is added noise. While a nonlinear least squares
approach tries to estimate the parameters of a reduced model
of the signal in order to estimate PDFF, the proposedmethod
models fat fraction as a direct function of changes in the
signal. In fact, by consulting the matrix of weights generated
by the training procedure, we noticed that themost important
connections as depicted in Figure 3(b) are the ones between
two consecutive points, corroborating with observations in
Figure 2. We tried other combination of features such as
only consecutive points, only distances, only angles, adding
areas, and adding heights. The optimal combination was
the one presented here. We also tried these features with
other regressionmethods, starting with a simple decision tree
(which worked loosely but was an indicator that the idea was
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plausible) k-nn for regression, and different combinations
of hidden layers and parameters for the MLP model. In
literature we found a single previous work that proposed
full-range PDFF estimation using two sets of magnitude
MRI obtained with different flip angles [16], a technique
with limited implementation as it requires a nontraditional
acquisition. What we propose here relies on a standard
protocol available at any clinical site and postprocessing that
can be easily implemented offline with open-source software.
The presented results will be validated using in vivo imaging
in a future work.

The limitations of the liver fat model we used are in
the sense that there is not much information about each fat
moiety �푇2∗ values at different MR fields, especially the ones
less prominent in human liver.These characterization studies
are rather complex as they require large groups of volunteers.
For the same reason we were not able to compare ADALIFE
to models for full-range PDFF estimation based on complex
signal rather than magnitude, as a realistic simulation of
those would require even more biological parameters that
have not been fully characterized in literature. A current
limitation of ADALIFE is the need of seven echoes due to
the late expression of phase accumulation of fat, although we
believe this task can be performedwith even less information.
Application of ADALIFE is also limited in the sense that the
descriptor that will train a regression method is obtained
for a very specific set of acquisition parameters. On the
other hand, the method was thought at first aiming clinical
applications, which follow strict protocols. Considering that,
changes in acquisition parameters would require retraining
of the network. Future works should investigate a minimum
number of echoes and improved robustness to noise. Also,
ADALIFE estimates PDFF as a function of the geometrical
characteristics of the signal, whereas the other methods
first estimate tissue parameters that can be used for other
calculations, including fat fraction. Nevertheless, we believe
that the same principles behind ADALIFE should allow the
regression of parameters other than PDFF, given adjustments
on the training set. An example of application is the regres-
sion of T2∗ values, which is commonly used for calculation of
liver iron content. As high resolution spectroscopy advances
and maps the spectrum of other tissues in the human body,
the proposed method can be extended for peripheral or
visceral fat estimation, or musculoskeletal applications such
as fatty degeneration.

Finally, ADALIFE is a signal shape descriptor capable
of augmenting data and a relatively simple approach to the
problem of fat estimation that can be used by regression
models, here exemplified by a neural network model. It has
an enormous potential of development considering current
tendencies inmachine learning that have been recently found
applications in the field of medical imaging analysis.

6. Conclusions

We demonstrated how shape features of a MR signal of the
liver can be used to train an artificial neural network and esti-
mate fat fraction without additional acquisition techniques, a
method we call ADALIFE to solve this open problem in liver

MR imaging. The simulation results compared repeatability
and agreement between known PDFF values and estimations
performed byMulti-interference andADALIFE.Ourmethod
outperformed the state of the art in the simulations at
every tested SNR. Future works aim at in vivo validation,
improving robustness to noise and deep network modeling
and expanding applications to other fatty tissues.
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